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precious metal
A designer Jozi restaurant and
lounge with a quirky starting point
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A

slick new restaurant-cum-lounge in buzzing
Rosebank owes much of its design aesthetic
to a giant, gaudy replica of a Kruger Rand
found discarded on the side of the road by architect
Gregory Katz. Starting with this wacky source of
inspiration and the connotations of the weight and
worth of gold, he set out to design a space that would
reflect the steely yet spirited city of Egoli.
Enter Goldbar and you’ll probably gravitate
towards the room’s metallic focal point – a matt, gold
bar, of course – in an otherwise minimalist, almost
entirely grey-and-white space. A fan of working with
familiar materials in unconventional ways, Gregory
constructed an entire wall (separating the kitchen
from front-of-house) from sheets of corrugated
plastic, suspending rows of pendant lights made
from Tupperware containers from the ceiling. His slick
design flows into the lounge area where stylish chairs
sit alongside white, high-gloss tables and a central
row of grey high-backed booth seating.
‘It looks chic, and it’s a warm and welcoming place,’
says owner Jonathan Jansen. ‘It was created to get
people out of their comfort zones, to socialise and
feel part of a community again.’ The fact that on any
given day you’ll spot suited professionals among
tables of edgily dressed fashion students is proof
that Goldbar is making this happen.
It’s not just the interior that is drawing the crowds.
With a café-style menu that includes everything
from breakfasts to home-made burgers, and meze
platters to complement sundowners, the food is fresh
and made from the best in-season ingredients. The
recently added à la carte menu includes classics like
salmon gravadlax, duck à l’orange and Camembert
wrapped in bacon with cranberry sauce. Friday
afternoons attract scores of trendy Jo’burgers sipping
Cosmopolitans made from Stolichnaya vodka,
fresh cranberry juice and Parfait Amour. Unique-toGoldbar cocktails include the Strangelove, a sublime
concoction of ultraviolet-hued Parfait Amour, sparkling
wine and rum. With its design elements and fabulous
fare, there’s no doubt that Goldbar is setting a new
standard on the Jozi social scene.
Goldbar, 160 Jan Smuts Ave, Rosebank, 011-788-7380

RIGHT Jo’burg’s shiny new kid on the block. TOP
LEFT The Bleeding Heart is made with gin, Parfait
Amour, Russian cranberry mixer and maraschino
syrup. TOP, RIGHT Stylish and relaxed, Goldbar
attracts a mixed crowd.
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